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Abstract. Face detection problem is a high-dimensional problem. Here, we 
proposed an enhancement to face detection approaches, particularly, template-
based approaches, in which we avoid the exhaustive search while we obtain 
face scale, rotation angle, and facial component locations. Our biologically 
inspired algorithm quickly deduces face position, scale, and orientation, as well 
as location of facial feature, by an ordered search and belief propagation. Our 
approach has several advantages over image-based and feature-based face 
detection methods. In addition, our approach can be used to detect both real 
faces and non-real faces including symbolic faces, cartoons, puppets, and 
caricatures. We used our approach to enhance Viola-Jones face detector in 
terms of running time and accuracy. We presented results of our tests on Multi-
PIE dataset which show decrement of the running time from 145.11 seconds to 
1.48 seconds and increment the detection accuracy from 67.4% to 93.8%.  
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1   Introduction 

Face detection is a prerequisite, and also a bottle neck for face recognition and face 
analysis applications. Aim of the face detection system is to identify and locate all 
faces regardless of their positions, scale, orientation, lighting conditions, expressions, 
etc. We can divide the face detection methods into two main categories: image-based 
methods and feature-based methods. 

The image-based methods (e.g. [9], [12]) are usually consisted of two main parts: 
the core, and the sweep. The core is a statistically trained classifier(s) which classifies 
a fixed size window (of pixels) into face and non-face classes. The sweep part, 
analyses the core in a fixed size window over the entire image. To find all faces, the 
sweep should be performed using windows with all scales and rotations which is an 
exhaustive search with a high time order. 

In feature-based approaches, one or more apparent properties of the face, such as 
skin color or face geometry are exploited to find face candidates. Depending on which 
features to use, these methods may or may not perform window sweeping across the 
image. For example, methods which use face skin color perform a color classification 
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which reveals face candidate positions without window sweeping (e.g. [1]). In 
contrast, methods which use facial component or geometric features should perform 
window sweeping to find these features (e.g. [8], [2]). Although using features such as 
face skin color has the advantage of avoiding the exhaustive search, these approaches 
have some disadvantages such as ignoring gray scale images, not providing rotation, 
pose, or facial feature location information, and sensitivity to skin color differences 
and illumination variations. 

Salient point based approaches (e.g. [10], [5], [13]) also avoid exhaustive search. 
In these approaches, salient points are detected and based on color, texture, or relative 
position of these points, face candidates are located. However, these works are 
restricted to large scale, frontal views of faces, with relatively good illumination 
conditions. This is mainly because the salient points are not discriminative to faces 
and a large number of non-face related salient points are detected in the image, even 
after the points are verified (e.g. with gist [10]). 

In contrast with face detection algorithms, it seems that humans can detect faces 
with different sizes and rotations, significantly fast with facial features pin pointing 
[11]. This is done by avoiding exhaustive search and applying a belief propagation 
technique on more important facial components, to detect the face and other facial 
components. It means that after detecting a shape, the probability of that particular 
shape to be a facial component is decided. Based on this probability, location, scale, 
and rotation angle of other facial components are predicted. 

Inspired by how the brain works, we introduce a computational low cost approach 
to detect faces with different rotation angles, scales, and poses in color and gray scale 
images. Our approach is a combination of image-based and feature-based approaches 
that first performs an “ordered search” with belief propagation to find face candidates 
without exhaustive search and then verifies these candidates with a template-based 
algorithm (which can be almost any template matching classifier). 

 

Fig. 1. Examples of the wide range of faces, detected by our approach 

In order to ensure a fast ordered search, we use a method similar to the human 
visual system strategy. We first detect all components in the image and search for a 
component representing the right eye. Based on this component, we estimate the 
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location of search for the left eye. Then based on the eyes we estimate face scale and 
rotation, and the estimated location of the mouth and the nose. Estimations of 
locations, scale and orientation of facial components are based on several works on 
geometric properties of the face [4], [1]. 

In our approach we avoid exhaustive search, only require training for a set of fixed 
size, up-right faces (advantages over image-based approaches), handle a wide range 
of skin colors, illumination, scale, and to some extent poses (advantages over feature-
based approaches). In addition, due to ordered search, our method can be applied to 
detect non-realistic faces such as puppets, line-drawings, signs and symbols, and 
cartoons (see Fig. 1).  

2   The Face Detection Algorithm 

Our algorithm consists of 3 steps: 1) pre-processing, 2) face candidate detection, and 
3) verification. In the first step, image normalization and segmentation is performed. 
Important facial components (eyes, mouth and nose) are relatively darker than the 
skin, regardless of the illumination condition [9]. Therefore, gradual image 
thresholding based on pixel intensities can provide our required segmentation. We 
iteratively threshold the input image into a black and white image, with the theresold 
level set from 1 to 255, and select connected components as segments. Because 
different image segments have different intensity levels, we need to store and label all 
segments across iterations. We also apply Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histogram 
Equalization (CLAHE) [14] in order to cope with illumination variations. CLAHE 
improves results in poorly lit images (e.g. side lighting). 

In the second step, face candidate detection, we apply two sets of rules to detect 
image segments that are likely to represent a face in the image. The first set of rules 
includes the three Golden Ratio properties of the face (see section 2), deducted from 
the specific geometric properties of the face. The second set of rules includes 
brightness differences between face segments, adopted from intensity properties of 
the face (e.g. brightness of cheek bones and fore-head in comparison to eyes and 
mouth). The first set of rules finds candidate segments which have face-like geometric 
order. The second set of rules rejects candidate segments which do not have the 
intensity properties of a face. 

We use a specific order of searching for facial components to avoid the exhaustive 
search. We first search for the right eye, then the left eye, then the mouth, and finally 
the nose. In each step of the search, components are checked against both sets of 
rules. Although this may not be the best possible order for searching, this order is 
confirmed by biological studies on the importance level of the different facial 
component for the human visual system [12]. 

Searching in an order, unlike searching for all facial components at once, enables a 
step by step applying rules and deducing information about location, scale, and 
rotation of the facial components. For example, location of the left eye is deduced by 
the orientation and size of the right eye; and scale and orientation of the face is 
deduced by length and orientation of the line connecting the eyes. This is similar to 
the belief propagation strategy used by the human visual system to detect objects, and 
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in particular, faces [7]. Scale and orientation of each component is calculated based 
on their respective segmented region in the Pre-processing section.  

We interpret both sets of rules into a set of binary probability functions for the 
facial components. To introduce ordered search in these functions, we relate each 
function to the previous one, so that one cannot be calculated unless its previous 
function is calculated. This connection between probability functions leads to a fast 
rejection whenever a violation of rules occurs. Equations 1 to 3 illustrate these 
functions for the right and left eyes, the mouth, and the nose:  

P(sr = Er) = P(A(sr)∈Alimit). (1) 

P(sl = El | sr = Er) = P(loc(sl) ∈ El_est(sr)) ×P(A(sl) = σ×A(sr) ± ε) (2) 

P(sr,sl,sm,sn ∈ face_candid) = P(sr = Er) × P(sl = El | sr = Er) × P(sm = M | sr = Er, sl 
= El) × P (sn = N | sr = Er, sl = El, sm = M) 

(3) 

where si is an arbitrary image segment; Er, and El are segments for the right eye, the 
left eye, respectively; P() is a binary probability function; function A(s) returns area of 
segment s; Alimit is the maximum acceptable segment area based on image dimensions; 
function loc(s) returns Cartesian coordinates for the centroid of segment s; function 
El_est() returns estimated locations of the left eye; and finally,  face_candid is the face 
candidates set. Note that we estimate the location of a facial component based on the 
geometric properties of the previously found components in the ordered search. The a 
priori probabilities and regulation constants are learned by simple feed-forward back 
propagation neural network, trained on 249 images from the Multi-Pie dataset (high 
resolution images). 

The geometric properties of the face are interpreted into location estimation 
functions (e.g. El_est) and the intensity properties of the face are interpreted into area 
constraints. Enforcing the intensity properties of the face significantly reduces false 
face candidates. The ordered search for segments dramatically reduces the search 
space for face candidate segments. As the ordered search proceeds from one step to 
the next, the search space is even more reduced as more constraints are required to be 
satisfied. Finally, a set of four image segments, are accepted as a face candidate if and 
only if each segment is accepted based on its respective properties, and its relation to 
the previous segments. When a face candidate is detected, that image portion is 
cropped, scaled to a fixed size, and rotated to the up-right angle for the next step, face 
verification. 

The third step of our approach is the verification of face candidates by fixed scale 
face template matching. We use the well-known Viola-Jones face detector [12] to 
perform the verification. Note that, as the scale and rotation angle of the face is 
deduced in the ordered search, we only need to train the Viola-Jones face detector on 
upright faces, with a fixed scale and frontal pose. Each face candidate is cropped, 
scaled to that specific fixed scale, and rotated to the upright angle. Therefore, the 
Viola-Jones face detector is reduced to simple fixed size template matcher.  

It should be noted that although we use Viola-Jones face detection for final 
verification, almost any similar approach can be used for this purpose. This is because 
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at this step, face location, scale and rotation angle are already known. Therefore, 
given any fixed size face detection algorithm, face candidates with various scales and 
rotation angles can be transformed and tested without window sweeping. 

3   Experimental Results and Discussion 

We implemented and tested our approach using Matlab on a PC with Windows XP 
operating system running on a 2.33GHz Core(TM)2 Duo Intel(R) chip and 4GB of 
main memory. We used the Matlab implementation of the Viola-Jones face detector. 
We used 128 gray-scale images in 18×27 pixels to train the Viola-Jones face detector. 
These images include 69 up-right faces and 59 non-faces. In the training time, the 
classifier is trained to obtain error rate equal to 0.001, using same Haar-like features 
used in [12]. The testing images were selected from the 250 subjects of the Multi-PIE 
face dataset [6]. We used color images from each subject in 320×240 pixels under 3 
different rotation angles (-45, 0, and 45), 2 different poses (frontal, and 45 left 
angles), and 3 different lighting conditions (low, bright, and left lighting). Finding 
face candidates in each image took 0.17 second on average. Face verification in each 
image took 0.79 second on average (including verification of several face candidates). 
The entire testing of each image took 1.48 sec. on average. 

We tested the same set of test images, except for rotated images, on the same 
Matlab implementation of the Viola-Jones face detector, used in our algorithm. In 
order to enable this implementation of the Viola-Jones detector to find different scales 
of faces, we resize the original input image to 1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2 of the original 
size (320×240 pixels). All faces detected with confidence level more than 0.8 are 
accepted. Average time required for processing each image was 145.11 seconds 
(including all sizes). Average times required for resized images with ratios 1.0, 0.8, 
0.6, 0.4, and 0.2 were 77.77, 41.4, 17.46, 7.05, and 1.43 seconds respectively. Image 
resizing times are excluded from the average times. For both algorithms we recorded 
a hit, when at least one correct detection was made. Detection rates of both algorithms 
are compared in Table 1. Note that our algorithm uses the same Matlab 
implementation. Nonetheless, the running time and the accuracy are significantly 
improved by our face candidate detection technique. 

We also tested our algorithm on non-realistic face images such as symbolic faces, 
cartoons, and caricatures which showed that our approach can be applied both 
realistic and non-realistic images (similar to the human visual system). 

Table 1. Comparison results face detection for 250 subjects, 3 lightings, 2 poses, and 3 rotation 
angles, in percentage 

 Lighting Rotation Pose Avg. 
Accuracy

Avg. 
Time  Low Bright Left 0° 45° -45° Frontal 45° Left 

Our Algorithm 93.6 94.8 93.6 92 84 72.8 93.6 48.8 84.2 1.48 

Viola-Jones 84 92 46 NA NA NA 84 31.2 67.4 145.11 
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4   Conclusion 

Many face Many face detection algorithms tend to exhaustively search for faces with 
all possible positions, scales, orientations, and poses in an image. This method of 
searching requires a substantial amount of time and calculation. In contrast, the 
human visual system responses significantly fast to the existence of faces and is able 
to instantly locate facial components [11]. In this paper, we presented a novel method 
to enhance existing face detection algorithms by avoiding exhaustive searching while 
locates facial components. We use an ordered search and belief propagation by which 
face position, scale, and rotation angle as well as facial component positions are 
deduced. Our approach requires training only for a set of fixed size, upright faces and 
it can cope with a wide range of skin colors and is robust to illumination variations. 
Our results on testing both realistic and non-realistic faces show that our method can 
dramatically reduce the running time and increase the detection rate of many 
proposed face detection algorithms such as the Viola-Jones face detector. 
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